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Abstract

In this work, we study the kick dynamics of periodically driven quantum systems, and provide a time-

independent effective Hamiltonian with the analytical form to reasonably describe the effective dynamics

in a long timescale. It is shown that the effective coupling strength can be much larger than the coupling

strength of the original system in some parameter regions, which stems from the zero time duration of kicks.

Furthermore, different regimes can be transformed from and to each other in the same three-level system by

only modulating the period of periodic kicks. In particular, the population of excited states can be selectively

suppressed in periodic kicks, benefiting from the large detuning regime of the original system. Finally, some

applications and physical implementation of periodic kicks are demonstrated in quantum systems. Those

unique features would make periodic kicks becoming a powerful tool for quantum state engineering.
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1. Introduction

Periodically driven systems have attracted a lot of attention in recent years. Unlike the static system, period-

ically driven systems do not have stationary states, but possess the well-defined quasi-stationary states explained

by the Floquet theory. [1,2] By regulating its quasi-energy spectrum, many non-trivial phenomena are predicted

to appear in those systems. The celebrated one is the coherent destruction of tunneling phenomenon, [3,4] in

which the populations of quantum states are suppressed via properly modulating the parameters of the driv-

ing field. This novel phenomenon can be understood by the destructive quantum interference. Furthermore,

some typical periodically driven systems, such as ultracold atomic gases in a harmonic potential and the driven
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spin chains with Ising symmetry, are lately exploited to search for quantum time crystals, [5–7] which have

spontaneous breaking of time-translation symmetry. [8,9]

Until now, the utility of periodic driving fields in quantum systems is still a popular and intuitive way of gain-

ing insight into some novel physical effects, e.g., dynamical localization, [10–16] quantum phase transition, [17–22]

and multiphoton resonances suppression. [23] Moreover, periodic driving fields have also been regarded as a con-

venient means for quantum coherent control, [24–29] including special quantum states manipulation [30–34] and

typical quantum gates implementation. [35–39]

There are several forms of periodic driving fields, such as sinusoidal forms, square-wave forms, triangular

forms, and kicks forms. Among them, the periodic kicks form has been widely used for studying dynami-

cal localization, system cooling, and web-assisted tunneling. [40–50] Recently, with the help of the delta-kick

collimation technique, [51–55] Bose-Einstein condensates have been well manipulated. In particular, the en-

tanglement in the Bose-Einstein condensate can be remarkably enhanced by using the delta-kick squeezing

method. [56] By a combination of interactions and periodic kicks, multi-particle bound states are generated in

a one-dimensional lattice, [57,58] and the nonlinear dynamics and quantum chaos are adequately characterized

in the 𝑝-spin model. [59,60] More recently, in single-mode bosonic systems, the dynamical blockade is induced by

periodic kicks fields in all regimes of nonlinearity strengths. [61]

In this work, we first minutely study the enrichment dynamics of the quantum systems driven by periodic

kicks, and show that the kick dynamics can be well described by a time-independent effective Hamiltonian.

When properly choosing the parameters of periodic kicks, the system would appear the coherent destruction of

coupling phenomenon [3,4] in the resonance regime. Particularly, we will see that, the effective coupling strength

by periodic kicks can be much larger than the coupling strength of the original system. This result stems

from the instantaneous of kicks, namely zero time duration. In the same three-level system, we demonstrate

that different regimes [e.g., one(two)-photon resonance regime] can be transformed from and to each other by

modulating the period of periodic kicks, while other parameters remain unchanged. Finally, we present some

applications and physical implementations of periodic kicks. Note that the relevant results we obtain are quite

general to a variety of quantum systems, since our analysis is not restricted to the particular system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the physical model and derive the expression

of the effective Hamiltonian in the periodic kicks two-level system. Then, we investigate the effective coupling

strength in different kicks, including the frequency kick, the amplitude kick, and the phase kick. Finally, we

explore the parameter range in which the effective Hamiltonian is valid. In Section 3, we generalize the analytical

method in a special three-level system, and put forward the sweep method to study the kick dynamics in the

general three-level system. In Section 4, we present some applications of periodic kicks in quantum state

manipulations. In Section 5, we demonstrate the physical implementation of periodic kicks in practice. The

conclusion is given in Section 6.
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2. Kick dynamics in two-level systems

2.1.General formula of the effective Hamiltonian

Let us first consider a general two-level system driven by a control field, and the Hamiltonian reads (~ = 1)

𝐻1(𝑡) = ∆1(𝑡)|2⟩⟨2| + Ω1(𝑡)𝑒𝑖𝜃1(𝑡)|1⟩⟨2| + H.c., (1)

where ∆1(𝑡), Ω1(𝑡), and 𝜃1(𝑡) are called as the detuning, the coupling strength, and the phase, respectively. In

fact, this Hamiltonian is a universal form of describing different quantum systems with the two-level structure.

For instance, when employing it to describe the Landau-Zener model, we can set 𝜃1(𝑡) = 0 and ∆1(𝑡) represents

quasimomentum. [62] When employing it to describe condensed-matter systems, Ω1(𝑡) and ∆1(𝑡) are related to

quasiparticle momenta. [63–65] When employing it to describe the system of optical driving a two-level atom,

∆1(𝑡) and Ω1(𝑡) are the detuning and the Rabi frequency, respectively. Note that the detuning ∆1(𝑡) = 𝜔12−𝜔𝑐,

where 𝜔12 and 𝜔𝑐 are the Bohr frequency of the two-level atom and the carrier frequency of the control field. [66]

Remarkably, it is also suited for describing a superconductor qubit, where Ω1(𝑡) and ∆1(𝑡) are dc and ac flux

biases, respectively. [67–70] Since this Hamiltonian does not impose restrictions on specific systems, we assume

that all parameters are adjustable in the following.

When the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is time-independent, one readily acquires the evolution operator of this

system, and its matrix form in basis {|1⟩, |2⟩} reads

𝑈1(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝑖𝐻1𝑡 =

⎛⎜⎝ cos(𝐸1𝑡) + 𝑖 Δ1

2𝐸1
sin(𝐸1𝑡) −𝑖Ω1𝑒

𝑖𝜃1

𝐸1
sin(𝐸1𝑡)

−𝑖Ω1𝑒
−𝑖𝜃1

𝐸1
sin(𝐸1𝑡) cos(𝐸1𝑡) − 𝑖 Δ1

2𝐸1
sin(𝐸1𝑡)

⎞⎟⎠ , (2)

where the eigenenergy 𝐸1 =
√︀

Ω2
1 + ∆2

1/4. Note that the parentheses are deleted for brevity hereafter when the

parameter is time-independent. In particular, if the system is in the large detuning regime, namely |∆1| ≫ Ω1,

the evolution operator approximatively becomes

𝑈1(𝑡) ≈

⎛⎜⎝ 𝑒𝑖𝐸1𝑡 0

0 𝑒−𝑖𝐸1𝑡

⎞⎟⎠ . (3)

Therefore, the population evolution of system states is frozen, which is a well-known result.

Here, to see more clearly how the periodic kicks change the system dynamics, we set the system in the large

detuning regime. First of all, the Hamiltonian of the system driven by periodic 𝛿-function kicks is

𝐻(𝑡) = 𝐻1 +𝐻 ′
1(𝑡), (4)

where 𝑇 is the period of kicks, and the form of the kick Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) reads

𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) =

+∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

𝛿(𝑡− 𝑛𝑇 )
[︁
∆′

1|2⟩⟨2| + Ω′
1𝑒

𝑖𝜃′
1 |1⟩⟨2| + H.c.

]︁
. (5)

Although the Floquet theory [1,2] is a powerful tool to calculate the time-independent effective Hamiltonian

of periodic systems, [71–83] it does not work very well in this system due to the singularity of 𝛿-function. In addi-

tion, the effective Hamiltonian is hardly obtained by employing the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [46,84–86]

as well as the rotating wave approximation, [87–91] because we cannot treat the period 𝑇 as a perturbation in this
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system due to its arbitrariness. Here, we put forward an alternative method to achieve the effective Hamiltonian

as follows. At first, the evolution operator of this periodic kicks system can be written as a product of two

terms: an evolution with the Hamiltonian 𝐻1 for the duration 𝑇 followed by an evolution with the Hamiltonian

𝐻 ′
1(𝑡). Thus, by making use of Eq. (2), the evolution operator within one period is expressed as

𝑈(𝑇 ) = 𝑒−𝑖ℳ1𝑒−𝑖𝐻1𝑇 =

⎛⎝ 𝑓1+𝑖𝑓2 𝑓4−𝑖𝑓3

−𝑓4−𝑖𝑓3 𝑓1−𝑖𝑓2

⎞⎠ , (6)

where ℳ1 = ∆′
1|2⟩⟨2| + Ω′

1𝑒
𝑖𝜃′

1 |1⟩⟨2| + H.c., and the functions 𝑓𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, 4) are

𝑓1 = cos𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇 − ∆1∆′

1 + 4Ω1Ω′
1 cos(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

4𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇, (7)

𝑓2 =
∆1

2𝐸1
cos𝐸′

1 sin𝐸1𝑇+
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇+

Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇, (8)

𝑓3 =
Ω1 cos 𝜃1
𝐸1

cos𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇+

Ω′
1 cos 𝜃′1
𝐸′

1

sin𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇+

∆1Ω′
1 sin 𝜃′1−∆′

1Ω1 sin 𝜃1
2𝐸1𝐸′

1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇, (9)

𝑓4 =
Ω1 sin 𝜃1
𝐸1

cos𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇+

Ω′
1 sin 𝜃′1
𝐸′

1

sin𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇+

∆′
1Ω1 cos 𝜃1−∆1Ω′

1 cos 𝜃′1
2𝐸1𝐸′

1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇, (10)

and the eigenenergy 𝐸′
1 =

√︀
Ω′2

1 + ∆′2
1 /4. Next, we presuppose the time-independent effective Hamiltonian has

a general form

𝐻eff = ∆eff |2⟩⟨2| + Ωeff𝑒
𝑖𝜃eff |1⟩⟨2| + H.c., (11)

where the unknown coefficients ∆eff , Ωeff , and 𝜃eff are yielded by inversely solving the equation 𝑈(𝑇 ) =

exp(−𝑖𝐻eff𝑇 ). [92] After some simple calculations, the expressions are given by

∆eff =
2𝑓2

𝑇
√︀

1 − 𝑓21
arccos |𝑓1|, Ωeff =

√︃
𝑓23 + 𝑓24

𝑇 2(1 − 𝑓21 )
arccos |𝑓1|, 𝜃eff = arctan

𝑓4
𝑓3
. (12)

As a result, we achieve the general formula of the effective Hamiltonian for this periodic kicks system.

Compared to the original system described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), we observe from Eq. (11)

that the kick dynamics of the two-level system is now controlled by the effective detuning ∆eff , the effective

coupling strength Ωeff and the effective phase 𝜃eff , and those effective parameters depend on the parameters

{𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1, 𝜃

′
1} of the periodic kicks. Figures 1(a)-1(d) are plotted the effective detuning ∆eff and the effective

coupling strength Ωeff as a function of the parameters 𝑇 , Ω′
1, ∆′

1, and 𝜃′1, respectively. The results demonstrate

that ∆eff and Ωeff emerge distinct behaviors and both of them are variable when changing different parameters

of periodic kicks. Figure 1 also demonstrates that even though the original system is in the large detuning

regime, the populations of quantum states still evolves if ∆eff = 0 and Ωeff ̸= 0.

2.2. Effective coupling strength in the resonance regime

In this subsection, we focus on the effective coupling strength when the periodic kicks system is in the

resonance regime, i.e., ∆eff = 0. It is easily observed from Eq. (12) that the zero-points of the effective detuning

∆eff are only determined by the roots of the equation 𝑓2 = 0. In Appendix A, we demonstrate that not

all parameters {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1, 𝜃

′
1} can be individually modulated to guarantee the periodic kicks system is in the
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Figure 1: (color online) Effective detuning ∆eff (the blue curves) and coupling strength Ωeff (the yellow curves)

in different periodic kicks, where the parameters are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Values of physical parameters (in units of Ω1) in the two-level system.

∆1 𝜃1 𝑇 Ω′
1 ∆′

1 𝜃′1

Fig. 1(a) 40 0 – 6 40 0

Fig. 1(b) 40 0 0.08 – 40 0

Fig. 1(c) 40 0 0.08 6 – 0

Fig. 1(d) 40 0 0.0982 1 40 –

Fig. 2(a) 100 0 0.0628 1 56.5133 0

Fig. 2(b) 100 0 – 1 – 0

Fig. 2(c) 40 0 – – 40 0

Fig. 3 40 0 0.05 – – –

Fig. 7(a) 20 0 0.1359 5 20 0

Fig. 7(b) 35 0 0.0506 4 35 0
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resonance regime, i.e., ∆eff = 0. For example, when 𝜃′1 is variable, the zeros of the function 𝑓2 does not always

exist for arbitrary values of {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1}.

Since the parameters {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1, 𝜃

′
1} can be individually controllable, there are several adjustment styles

to be employed in periodic kicks. For simplicity, we first study the style in which we only periodically kick

on the detunings {∆1,∆
′
1}, while the other parameters remain unchanged (namely Ω′

1 = Ω1 and 𝜃′1 = 𝜃1).

In particular, the period 𝑇 of periodic kicks are determined by solving the equation ∆eff = 0. According to

Appendix A, the expression of the period is given by

𝑇 =
−𝜑1 + 𝑛𝜋

𝐸1
, 𝑛 ∈ N, (13)

where N represents integers, and

𝜑1 = arctan
∆′

1𝐸1 sin𝐸′
1

∆1𝐸′
1 cos𝐸′

1 + 2Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1) sin𝐸′

1

. (14)

Then, the expression of the effective coupling strength Ωeff is reduced as

Ωeff =
arccos 𝑓1

𝑇
. (15)

We call this adjustment style as the frequency kick for briefness hereafter.

When the detuning ∆′
1 is tuned to satisfy

𝐸′
1 =

√︁
Ω′2

1 + ∆′2
1 /4 = 𝑚𝜋, 𝑚 ∈ N, (16)

we find that the effective coupling between the states |1⟩ and |2⟩ would vanish, i.e., Ωeff = 0; see Appendix B

for details. In fact, this phenomenon is known as the coherent destruction of coupling, [3,4] where the system

dynamics is frozen even in the resonance regime (∆eff = 0). We plot in Fig. 2(a) the dynamical evolution of the

two-level system driven by the frequency kick, where

𝑃 𝑠
𝑗 (𝑡) = |⟨𝑗|𝜓𝑠(𝑡)⟩|2, 𝑗 = 1, 2, (17)

represents the population of the state |𝑗⟩ at the evolution time 𝑡, and |𝜓𝑠(𝑡)⟩ represents the system state

governed by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4). It is shown that the population almost keeps unchanged during the

whole evolution process. Physically, this phenomenon results from the destructive quantum interference. [3,4]

Furthermore, we can see that the coherent destruction of coupling phenomenon is independent on the parameters

of the original system and only decided by the parameters of periodic kicks.

Although Ωeff = 0 at 𝐸′
1 = 𝑚𝜋 in the frequency kick, it is quite difference at the limitation of 𝐸′

1 → (𝑚𝜋)−.

As shown in Appendix B, the effective coupling strength at this limitation reads

lim
𝐸′

1→(𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff = Ω1|1 − ∆1

∆′
1

|. (18)

Remarkably, the effective coupling strength Ωeff increases with the increase of the detuning ∆1. Particularly,

Ωeff would be infinity when ∆1 → ∞, even though the coupling strength Ω1 of the original system is finite. In

fact, the enlargement of the effective coupling strength stems from the trick that the kicks are instantaneous,

i.e., zero time duration. We plot in Fig. 2(b) the effective coupling strength Ωeff as a function of the detuning

∆′
1 in the frequency kick. For comparison, we also plot the curve Ωeff = Ω1|1 − ∆1/∆

′
1| (the dot curve) in

Fig. 2(b), which demonstrate that the analytical expression is in agreement with the numerical results.
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Figure 2: (color online) (a) Time evolution of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2) in the frequency kick, where the physical

parameters satisfy 𝐸′
1/Ω1 = 9𝜋. (b) Ωeff vs ∆′

1 in the frequency kick. (c) Ωeff vs Ω′
1 in the amplitude kick. The

parameters are given in Table 1.

When we only periodically kick on the coupling strength {Ω1,Ω
′
1} and keep the other parameters unchanged

(we call this adjustment style as the amplitude kick), the effective coupling strength at the limitation of 𝐸′
1 →

(𝑚𝜋)− reads

lim
𝐸′

1→(𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff = |Ω1 − Ω′

1|. (19)

In this situation, the effective coupling strength Ωeff is always smaller than the coupling strength of the original

system, namely Ωeff < max{Ω1,Ω
′
1}. Figure 2(c) shows the effective coupling strength Ωeff as a function of the

coupling strength Ω′
1 in the amplitude kick. For comparison, we also plot the curve Ωeff = |Ω1 − Ω′

1| (the dot

curve) in Fig. 2(c). One can observe in Figs. 2(b)-2(c) that Ωeff exhibits periodic variations over parameters

and Ωeff = 0 at the points 𝐸′
1 = 𝑚𝜋.

Finally, when we only periodically kick on the phase {𝜃1, 𝜃′1} and keep the other parameters unchanged (we

call this adjustment style as the phase kick), in the large detuning regime, the effective coupling strength at the

limitation of 𝐸′
1 → (𝑚𝜋)− approximatively reads

lim
𝐸′

1→(𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff ≈ Ω1|1 − 𝑒𝑖(𝜃1−𝜃′

1)|. (20)

In this situation, the effective coupling strength Ωeff can also be much larger than the coupling strength Ω1 of

the original system by the appropriate value of 𝜃′1.

2.3.Validity of the effective Hamiltonian

In the derivation of the expression of the effective Hamiltonian (11), we do not employ any approximations.

This means that the effective Hamiltonian (11) can exactly describe the kick dynamics of the system for all pa-
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rameter range at the evolution time 𝑡 = 𝑛𝑇 . The natural question is that whether the effective Hamiltonian (11)

is still valid for describing the kick dynamics when 𝑡 ̸= 𝑛𝑇 . In this subsection, we focus on this issue.

To quantify the validity of the effective Hamiltonian (11), we adopt the following definition

𝑃 𝑑
2 = max

{︁
|𝑃 𝑠

2 (𝑡) − 𝑃 𝑒
2 (𝑡)|

}︁
,

= max
{︁
|⟨2|𝜓𝑠(𝑡)⟩|2 − |⟨2|𝜓𝑒(𝑡)⟩|2|

}︁
, (21)

where |𝜓𝑠(𝑡)⟩ and |𝜓𝑒(𝑡)⟩ are the evolution state of the system governed by the system Hamiltonian (4) and

the effective Hamiltonian (11), respectively. Obviously, 𝑃 𝑑
2 quantifies the maximum population deviation of the

state |2⟩ during the dynamical evolution described by this two Hamiltonians. Note that a high value of 𝑃 𝑑
2

means that the effective Hamiltonian (11) cannot justify the kick dynamics of the system. On the contrary, the

effective Hamiltonian (11) would work well if 𝑃 𝑑
2 is low.

Figures 3(a)-3(f) demonstrate 𝑃 𝑑
2 versus different parameters of periodic kicks. We can see that 𝑃 𝑑

2 is

low in most parameter regions and presents regular change with the parameters of periodic kicks. Note that

𝑃 𝑑
2 would be relatively high in some regions. The reason is that the periodic kicks system is usually in the

(near-)resonance regime (i.e., ∆eff ≈ 0) in those regions. Furthermore, Figs. 3(b), 3(d), and 3(e) indicate that

𝑃 𝑑
2 decreases with the increase of the detuning ∆′

1, which means the effective Hamiltonian (11) gives a very

good performance in describing the kick dynamics when the original system is in the large detuning regime. We

also find from Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f) that 𝑃 𝑑
2 is high if the value of Ω′

1 is comparable to the value of ∆′
1, i.e.,

Ω′
1 & ∆′

1. Physically, it originates from the fact that the system states quite readily evolve when Ω′
1 & ∆′

1 in the

kick Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1(𝑡). Finally, Figs. 3(c), 3(e), and 3(f) demonstrate that 𝑃 𝑑

2 is little related to the phase 𝜃′1,

since the phase 𝜃′1 cannot change the energy gap of two-level system (cf. the eigenenergy 𝐸′
1 =

√︀
Ω′2

1 + ∆′2
1 /4).

To see the different dynamics described by the system Hamiltonian (4) and the effective Hamiltonian (11)

more clearly, we present in Fig. 3(g) some specific examples of the dynamical evolution by choosing different

values of 𝑃 𝑑
2 . The results show that the kick dynamics of the system are well described by the effective

Hamiltonian (11) in the long timescale, even though 𝑃 𝑑
2 is as high as 0.2751. Primarily, it becomes more

accurate when 𝑃 𝑑
2 is low.

3. Kick dynamics in three-level systems

3.1.General description of three-level systems

In this section, we study the dynamics of the three-level system driven by periodic kicks. For a three-level

system interacting with two control fields, the general form of the Hamiltonian is given by

𝐻1 =

2∑︁
𝑙=1

∆𝑙|𝑙+1⟩⟨𝑙+1| + Ω𝑙𝑒
𝑖𝜃𝑙 |𝑙⟩⟨𝑙+1| + H.c., (22)

where ∆𝑙, Ω𝑙, and 𝜃𝑙 (𝑙 = 1, 2) also represent the detuning, the coupling strength, and the phase, respectively.

Note that this three-level model is easily found in various quantum systems, including atomic systems, [66] su-

perconducting circuits, [93] and trapped ions, [94] etc. For example, the Rydberg state excitation from the ground

state is actually a three-level model, [95] because it is hard to obtain a laser field directly driving the Rydberg

8



Figure 3: (color online) (a) 𝑃 𝑑
2 vs Ω′

1 and 𝑇 . (b) 𝑃 𝑑
2 vs ∆′

1 and 𝑇 . (c) 𝑃 𝑑
2 vs 𝜃′1 and 𝑇 . (d) 𝑃 𝑑

2 vs Ω′
1 and ∆′

1.

(e) 𝑃 𝑑
2 vs ∆′

1 and 𝜃′1. (f) 𝑃 𝑑
2 vs 𝜃′1 and Ω′

1. The parameters of the original system are given in Table 1, and

the remaining parameters of periodic kicks are the same as those of the original system. (g) Time evolution of

the state |2⟩ governed by the system Hamiltonian (4) (the solid curves) and the effective Hamiltonian (11) (the

dash curves) by choosing different values of 𝑃 𝑑
2 , where the initial state is |1⟩.

state from the ground state, and thus one requires two laser fields to get this process through an intermediate

state. Moreover, some complex quantum systems can also be simplified as the three-level model. [96–99]

It is not hard to obtain the eigenenergies 𝐸𝑛 and eigenstates |𝐸𝑛⟩ (𝑛 = 1, 2, 3) of the Hamiltonian in

Eq. (22), which are

𝐸𝑛 =
∆1 + ∆2

3
+ (−4𝑝

3
)

1
2 cos(𝑢+ 𝜗𝑛), (23)

|𝐸𝑛⟩ = 𝐶𝑛

[︁
Ω1𝑒

𝑖𝜃1(𝐸𝑛 − ∆2)|1⟩ + 𝐸𝑛(𝐸𝑛 − ∆2)|2⟩ + Ω2𝑒
−𝑖𝜃2𝐸𝑛|3⟩

]︁
, (24)

where 𝐶𝑛 are normalization constants, 𝜗1 = 0, 𝜗2 = 2𝜋/3, 𝜗3 = 4𝜋/3, and

𝑢 =
1

3
arccos

[︁
−𝑞

2
(−𝑝

3
)−

3
2

]︁
, (25)

𝑝 = ∆1∆2 − Ω2
1 − Ω2

2 −
(∆1 + ∆2)2

3
, (26)

𝑞 = ∆2Ω2
1 +

(∆1+∆2)(∆1∆2−Ω2
1−Ω2

2)

3
− 2(∆1+∆2)3

27
. (27)

With the help of Eqs. (23)-(24), the analytical expression of the evolution operator is available in principle, but

its complicated form hinders one from further figuring out the dynamical behavior of this three-level system.

Qualitatively, if ∆1 = ∆2 = 0, i.e., the system is in the resonance regime, the |1⟩ ↔ |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 2, 3) transition

can occur during the evolution process. If ∆1 = 0 and |∆2| ≫ Ω𝑙, i.e., the system is in the one-photon resonance

regime, the |1⟩ ↔ |2⟩ transition can occur during the evolution process. If ∆2 = 0 and |∆1| ≫ Ω𝑙, i.e., the

system is in the two-photon resonance regime, the |1⟩ ↔ |3⟩ transition can occur during the evolution process.

However, if |∆𝑙| ≫ Ω𝑚 (𝑙,𝑚 = 1, 2), i.e., the system is in the large detuning regime, the dynamics are frozen

9



so that there are no transitions between quantum states. Generally speaking, it is difficult to make the same

system transfer from one regime to another regime, since the frequencies of control fields, such as the laser field,

are usually fixed and rigid to adjust. [66] As a result, the system is always modulated in a specific regime, either

the resonance regime, the one-photon regime, or the two-photon regime. In the following, we demonstrate that

this situation can be changed by periodic kicks.

When the three-level system is driven by periodic kicks, the Hamiltonian has the form

𝐻(𝑡) = 𝐻1 +𝐻 ′
1(𝑡), (28)

where 𝑇 is the period of periodic kicks, and the kick Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) is

𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) =

+∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

𝛿(𝑡− 𝑛𝑇 )

[︃
2∑︁

𝑙=1

∆′
𝑙|𝑙+1⟩⟨𝑙+1| + Ω′

𝑙𝑒
𝑖𝜃′

𝑙 |𝑙⟩⟨𝑙+1| + H.c.

]︃
. (29)

3.2.The special three-level system

When the three-level system is in the resonance regime (∆1 = ∆2 = 0) or the two-photon resonance regime

(∆2 = 0), the solutions of Eqs. (23)-(24) degenerate into the square root form so that the analytical expression of

the evolution operator is easily obtained. Therefore, those regimes have been extensively studied. Nevertheless,

those regimes are beyond our consideration. Here, we investigate the original three-level system in the large

detuning regime, i.e., |∆𝑙| ≫ Ω𝑚 (𝑙,𝑚 = 1, 2). First, we study a special case, where the parameters are chosen

as ∆2 = 2∆1, Ω2 = Ω1, and 𝜃2 = 𝜃1. Under proper periodic kicks, this three-level system can be driven in the

resonance regime, i.e., ∆eff,1 = ∆eff,2 = 0; see Appendix C for details. To this end, we only need to properly

modulate the period 𝑇 of periodic kicks, and the expression is given by

𝑇 =
1

𝐸1

(︃
arcsin

−𝑎23√︀
𝑎221 + 𝑎222

− arctan
𝑎22
𝑎21

+ 2𝑛𝜋

)︃
, (30)

or

𝑇 =
1

𝐸1

[︃
arcsin

−𝑎23√︀
𝑎221 + 𝑎222

− arctan
𝑎22
𝑎21

+ (2𝑛+ 1)𝜋

]︃
, (31)

where 𝑛 ∈ N. In particular, the effective coupling strength and phase read (see Appendix C for details)

Ωeff =

√
2

𝑇
arccos

√︀
𝑔1(𝑇 )

𝐸1𝐸′
1

, 𝜃eff = arctan
𝑔3(𝑇 )

𝑔4(𝑇 )
, (32)

where 𝐸1 =
√︀

∆2
1 + 2Ω2

1 and 𝐸′
1 =

√︀
∆′2

1 + 2Ω′2
1 . As a result, the effective Hamiltonian of the periodic three-

level system reads

𝐻eff = Ωeff𝑒
𝑖𝜃eff (|1⟩⟨2| + |2⟩⟨3|) + H.c. (33)

Figure 4(a) demonstrates the effective coupling strength Ωeff as a function of ∆′
1 in the frequency kick.

Remarkably, it also exists the coherent destruction of coupling phenomenon in the three-level system, and

the effective coupling strength can be much larger than the original coupling strength for some regions in the

frequency kick. As a concrete example, Fig. 4(b) demonstrates the population evolution in this three-level

system, where the solid and dashed curves represent the dynamical evolution governed by the Hamiltonian in

Eq. (28) and the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (33), respectively. It is obvious that both the solid and dashed

curves are well consistent with each other, directly testifying that the kick dynamics of the three-level system

can be well described by the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (33).
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Figure 4: (color online) (a) Ωeff vs ∆′
1 in the frequency kick. (b) Time evolution of states |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3) in the

three-level system. The parameters are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Values of physical parameters (in units of Ω1) in the three-level system, where 𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = 0.

Ω2 ∆1 ∆2 𝑇 Ω′
1 Ω′

2 ∆′
1 ∆′

2 𝜃′1 𝜃′2

Fig. 4(a) 1 100 200 – 1 1 – – 0 0

Fig. 4(b) 1 100 200 – 1 1 18 32 0 0

Figs. 5(a)-(c) 2 60 40 – – 2 60 40 0 0

Figs. 5(d)-(e) 2 60 40 – 1.5 2 60 40 0 0

Fig. 5(f) 2 60 40 0.0424 1.5 2 60 40 0 0

Fig. 5(g) 2 60 40 0.104 1.5 2 60 40 0 0

Figs. 6(a)-(c) 2 60 40 – 1 2 60 40 – 0

Figs. 6(d)-(e) 2 60 40 – 1 2 60 40 𝜋 0

Fig. 6(f) 2 60 40 0.04318 1 2 60 40 𝜋 0

Fig. 6(g) 2 60 40 0.1046 1 2 60 40 𝜋 0

11



3.3.The general three-level system

When ∆2 ̸= 2∆1, Ω2 ̸= Ω1, or 𝜃2 ̸= 𝜃1, the analytical expression of the evolution operator 𝑈(𝑡), as well as

the period 𝑇 of periodic kicks, are tedious and intricate. The most direct way of achieving the period 𝑇 is to

adopt the sweep method by numerical simulations. The specific process is as follows.

At first, the initial state of the parameter-given three-level system is set to be in the ground state |1⟩.

Then, we alter the value of the period 𝑇 from 0 to a upper bound value. For each value of the period 𝑇 , we

numerically solve the Schrödinger equation:

|�̇�𝑠(𝑡)⟩ = −𝑖𝐻(𝑡)|𝜓𝑠(𝑡)⟩, |𝜓𝑠(0)⟩ = |1⟩, (34)

where the Hamiltonian 𝐻(𝑡) is given by Eq. (28) and |𝜓𝑠(𝑡)⟩ is the system state at the evolution time 𝑡.

According to Eq. (34), we would learn about the population evolution 𝑃 𝑠
𝑗 (𝑡) = |⟨𝑗|𝜓𝑠(𝑡)|2 (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3) of each

state in this three-level system. Then, we easily yield the minimum population 𝑃min
1 of the ground state |1⟩

and the maximum population 𝑃max
𝑗 of the excited state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 2, 3) during the whole evolution process, where

the definitions are

𝑃min
1 = min{𝑃 𝑠

1 (𝑡)}, (35)

𝑃max
𝑗 = max{𝑃 𝑠

𝑗 (𝑡)}, 𝑗 = 2, 3. (36)

For a particular value of the period 𝑇 , if 𝑃max
2 (𝑃max

3 ) nearly approaches 1, it means that there exists resonance

coupling between the ground state |1⟩ and the excited state |2⟩ (|3⟩), and this value is what we search for to

make the periodic kicks system in the one(two)-photon resonance regime. If 𝑃min
1 does not approach 0 for some

values of the period 𝑇 , it means that the periodic system cannot be driven into the resonance regime. In the

following, we illustrate some examples to explain how this sweep method works in detail. Since periodic kicks

have several adjustable parameters, we also divide those situations into three types: the amplitude kick, the

phase kick, and the frequency kick.

For the amplitude kick, we can modulate Ω′
1 or Ω′

2 while the other parameters remain unchanged, namely

∆′
𝑙 = ∆𝑙 and 𝜃′𝑙 = 𝜃𝑙 (𝑙 = 1, 2). We illustrate this situation by periodically kicking the coupling strength Ω′

1.

In Figs. 5(a)-5(c), we plot the minimum population 𝑃min
1 , the maximum population 𝑃max

2 , and the maximum

population 𝑃max
3 as a function of the period 𝑇 and the coupling strength Ω′

1. It shows in Figs. 5(a)-5(c) that the

three-level system is driven into distinct regimes at specific period 𝑇 with regular intervals. Furthermore, the

value of the coupling strength Ω′
1 hardly affects the dynamical behavior, since the original system is in the large

detuning regime. This result directly demonstrates that the amplitude kick is robust against the amplitude noise

of control fields. To see more clearly, we plot in Figs. 5(d)-5(e) the two-dimensional version of Figs. 5(a)-5(c) by

setting Ω′
1/Ω1 = 1.5. In Fig. 5(d), we easily seek out the value of the period 𝑇 to make the system in distinct

resonance regimes, namely those points making the value of 𝑃min
1 nearly approaching zero. And two examples

that the system is in the one-photon (∆eff,1 = 0) and two-photon (∆eff,2 = 0) resonance regimes are respectively

plotted in Figs. 5(f)-5(g). The results show that the Rabi-like oscillation only appears between |1⟩ and |2⟩ (|3⟩)

by periodic kicks when the original three-level system is driven into the one(two)-photon resonance regime.

For the phase kick, we can modulate 𝜃′1 or 𝜃′2 while the other parameters remain unchanged, namely

Ω′
𝑙 = Ω𝑙 and ∆′

𝑙 = ∆𝑙 (𝑙 = 1, 2). We illustrate this situation by periodically kicking the phase 𝜃′1 in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: (color online) (a) 𝑃min
1 , (b) 𝑃max

2 , and (c) 𝑃max
3 vs 𝑇 and Ω′

1, where the parameters are given in

Table 2. (d) 𝑃min
1 and (e) 𝑃max

𝑗 (𝑗 = 2, 3) vs 𝑇 by setting Ω′
1/Ω1 = 1.5 in panels (a)-(c). (f) Population

evolution of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3), where the system is driven into the one-photon resonance regime. (g)

Population evolution of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3), where the system is driven into the two-photon resonance

regime.

Figure 6: (color online) (a) 𝑃min
1 , (b) 𝑃max

2 , and (c) 𝑃max
3 vs 𝑇 and 𝜃′1, where the parameters are given in

Table 2. (d) 𝑃min
1 and (e) 𝑃max

𝑗 (𝑗 = 2, 3) vs 𝑇 by setting 𝜃′1 = 𝜋 in panels (a)-(c). (f) Population evolution

of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3), where the system is driven into the one-photon resonance regime. (g) Population

evolution of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3), where the system is driven into the two-photon resonance regime.
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The relevant results are similar to the situation of the amplitude kick. Furthermore, both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

demonstrate that the dynamics of the three-level system are very versatile by altering the parameters of periodic

kicks. In particular, one can modulate the coupling strength or the phase rather than the detuning (namely

the frequency of control fields) to readily realize transformation between different regimes, such as from the

one-photon resonance regime to the two-photon resonance regime. Therefore, the coherent control technique

would become more diverse when combined with periodic kicks.

4. Applications of periodic kicks

Obviously, the most direct application of periodic kicks is to employ the coherent destruction of coupling

phenomenon as one of the control techniques to manipulate quantum states. For example, in the system of the

ultracold atoms trapped in a one-dimensional optical lattice, [30] the sinusoidal driving field can be replaced by

periodic kicks to implement quantum logic gates as well as the entanglement between distinct spatial locations.

The advantages are that there are several adjustable physical parameters in periodic kicks. In particular, the

dynamical behaviors always preserve quantum coherence during the whole evolution process.

Another application of periodic kicks is to control system dynamics. To be specific, suppose that a quantum

system to be controlled is initially in the large detuning regime. Thus, the evolution of system states is perma-

nently frozen, even though this system interacts with control fields. According to the analysis in Sections. 2-3,

when we impulse a certain number of additional kicks to the system, the dynamics would evolve. Then, we

remove the kicks at some given moment, and the dynamics would be frozen again. By adding and removing the

kicks, we achieve the goal of controlling system dynamics.

As the first example, we demonstrate how to achieve population inversion in a two-level system by periodic

kicks, which is plotted in Fig. 7(a). We can observe that the population of the states |1⟩ and |2⟩ almost keep

unchanged initially due to the large detuning regime. When we add kicks to the coupling strength, i.e.,

Ω(𝑡) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ω1, 𝑡 ̸= 𝑛𝑇,

Ω′
1, 𝑡 = 𝑛𝑇,

(37)

the population of the states |1⟩ and |2⟩ begin to change. After 4 kicks, we almost achieve population inversion

in this system. Then, we immediately remove the kicks, and the system dynamics recover to frozen again. Note

that there are still slight oscillations after removing the kicks. The reason originates from two perspectives. (i)

The detuning ∆1 of the original system is not large enough. (ii) The parameters of periodic kicks are chosen

improperly so that the effective pulse number 𝑁eff = 𝜋/(2Ωeff𝑇 ) cannot be well regarded as an integer. Once

the system parameters are appropriately selected to satisfy the above perspectives, the population would be

successfully inverse and nearly unchanged after removing the kicks. The relevant results are shown in Fig. 7(b),

where the oscillations virtually disappear after 12 kicks.

Another example is that one can implement selective transition in the same multilevel system by periodic

kicks. This operation is also achieved by adding and removing the kicks in the original system. In the following,

we illustrate this procedure in the three-level system. First, we put the three-level system in the large detuning

regime initially, i.e., |∆𝑙| ≫ Ω𝑚 (𝑙,𝑚 = 1, 2). As a result, the population of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3) cannot

evolve. If we add the kicks to the coupling strength (phase) and the parameters of the kicks satisfy the relation
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Figure 7: (color online) Time evolution of each state (the left-black vertical axis) and the coupling strength (the

right-yellow vertical axis) in the two-level system by adding a certain number of kicks to the coupling strength.

The parameters are given in Table 1. Population inversion is successfully obtained by only adding 12 kicks in

panel (b).

shown in Fig. 5(f) [Fig. 6(f)], the system would be steered into the superposition states of |1⟩ and |2⟩. Next,

when obtaining the desired superposition state of |1⟩ and |2⟩, we directly remove the kicks, and the system

states would remain unchanged since then. On the other hand, if we want to prepare the superposition states

of |1⟩ and |3⟩, we can add the kicks to the coupling strength (phase), and the parameters of the kicks should

satisfy the relation shown in Fig. 5(g) [Fig. 6(g)]. It is worth mentioning that although we prepare different

superposition states in the same three-level system, we do not alter the physical parameters except for the time

interval (period) of the periodic kicks, and different periodic kicks would correspond to different transitions.

Note that one advantage of utilizing periodic kicks is flexibility and adjustability in a multilevel system.

For example, when the original three-level system is in the resonance regime, i.e., ∆1 = ∆2 = 0, there are only

two coupling strengths Ω1 and Ω2 to be modulated. However, when the original system is in the large detuning

regime and we drive this system into the resonance regime by periodic kicks, all parameters (the period 𝑇 , the

coupling strengths Ω𝑗 , the detunings ∆𝑗 , and the phases 𝜃𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, 2) can be used to modulate. Therefore, more

adjustable parameters are involved in this system by periodic kicks. Another advantage is that the population

of the remaining states is sharply suppressed by periodic kicks. For example, when preparing the superposition

states of |1⟩ and |2⟩ (|3⟩), the population of |3⟩ (|2⟩) would not be excited during the whole process due to

the large detuning regime, cf. Fig. 5(f) [Fig. 5(g)]. Note that the interaction between the quantum system and

control fields sometimes brings a slight change of resonance frequency of the system, which is known as the

“Stark shift” in quantum optics. [66] Generally, one needs extra control fields to eliminate it. However, it makes

no difference in the system driven by periodic kicks, since the Stark shift can be blent in the detuning, and

the detuning can be arbitrarily modulated in principle. This is also the advantage when controlling system

dynamics by periodic kicks.
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5. Physical implementation of periodic kicks

Strictly speaking, periodic kicks do not exist in the physical system, since the instantaneous pulse with

zero time duration is unattainable in experiments. However, one can substitute periodic kicks for other easily

accessible pulse shapes to obtain equivalent physical effects. In this section, we study this issue.

As shown in Eq. (6), the evolution operator governed by the kick Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) reads 𝑈 ′

1 = exp(−𝑖ℳ1),

where ℳ1 = ∆′
1|2⟩⟨2| + Ω′

1𝑒
𝑖𝜃′

1 |1⟩⟨2| + H.c. Suppose we have another Hamiltonian ℋ′
1(𝑡), and the evolution

operator governed by this Hamiltonian is

𝒰1(𝑡) = T exp

[︂
−𝑖
∫︁ 𝑡

0

ℋ′
1(𝜏)𝑑𝜏

]︂
, (38)

where T is the time-ordering operator. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the Hamiltonian ℋ′
1(𝑡) is time-

independent, and thus 𝒰1(𝑡) = exp (−𝑖ℋ′
1𝑡). Then, at a particular evolution time 𝑇 ′, we demand that the

following equation be satisfied

𝒰1(𝑇 ′) = exp (−𝑖ℋ′
1𝑇

′) = 𝑈 ′
1 = exp(−𝑖ℳ1), (39)

which means that the kick dynamics is equivalent to the dynamics governed by the Hamiltonian ℋ′
1 at the

evolution time 𝑇 ′ (up to a global phase). As a result, we can safely replace the kick Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) with

the Hamiltonian ℋ′
1.

Next, we demonstrate how to construct the Hamiltonian ℋ′
1. One of the most intuitive ways can be found

as follows. First, we diagonalize ℳ1 to obtain the eigenstates {|𝐸𝑛⟩}, namely

ℳ1 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

𝐸′
𝑛|𝐸𝑛⟩⟨𝐸𝑛|. (40)

Then, the Hamiltonian ℋ′
1 is constructed as

ℋ′
1 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

ℰ ′
𝑛|𝐸𝑛⟩⟨𝐸𝑛|, (41)

where the undetermined coefficients ℰ ′
𝑛 should satisfy

ℰ ′
𝑛𝑇

′ + 2𝑘𝑛𝜋 = 𝐸′
𝑛, 𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁. (42)

Here, 𝑘𝑛 can be chosen one of any integer, i.e., 𝑘𝑛 = 0,±1,±2, . . . . Generally, the solution of the equations

set (42) always exists, since there are 2𝑁 + 1 variables (including the evolution time 𝑇 ′) while it has only 𝑁

equations. Therefore, plenty of Hamiltonians can be employed to substitute for the kick Hamiltonian.

As an example, in the two-level system, we simply set ℋ′
1 = 𝐻 ′

1, then the evolution time 𝑇 ′ is easily yielded

by solving the equations set (42), which reads

𝑇 ′ = |1 − 2𝑘𝜋

𝐸′
1

|, 𝑘 = 0,±1,±2, . . . (43)

In this situation, periodic kicks become a periodic square-wave pulse, where the Hamiltonian 𝐻1 lasts the

duration 𝑇 , the Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1 lasts the duration 𝑇 ′. Therefore, the period 𝑇𝑠 of the square-wave pulse reads

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇 + 𝑇 ′, and the form of the system Hamiltonian can be written as

𝐻(𝑡) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝐻1, 𝑡 ∈ (𝑚𝑇𝑠, 𝑇 +𝑚𝑇𝑠],

𝐻 ′
1, 𝑡 ∈ (𝑇 +𝑚𝑇𝑠, (𝑚+ 1)𝑇𝑠],

(44)
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Figure 8: (color online) (a) Ω′
eff vs ∆1 and ∆′

1. In the periodic square-wave pulse, we only change the detuning

and the other parameters remain unchanged, i.e., Ω′
1 = Ω1 and 𝜃′1 = 𝜃1 = 0. (b) Time evolution of states |𝑗⟩

(𝑗 = 1, 2) described by the periodic square-wave pulse (the solid curves) and the resonance pulse (the dash

curves), where the parameters are ∆1/Ω1 = 1000 and ∆′
1/Ω1 = 12.3.

where 𝑚 ∈ N. It is not hard to calculate the effective coupling strength Ω′
eff under the periodic square-wave

pulse, which is given by

Ω′
eff =

𝑇

𝑇𝑠
Ωeff , (45)

where Ωeff is the effective coupling strength under periodic kicks.

In Fig. 8(a), we plot the effective coupling strength Ω′
eff as a function of the detunings ∆1 and ∆′

1 under the

periodic square-wave pulse. The results demonstrate that unlike the periodic kicks case, the effective coupling

strength Ω′
eff cannot exceed the coupling strength Ω1 of the original system, and it always exists the following

inequation

Ω′
eff < Ω1. (46)

It is further shown in Fig. 8(a) that Ω′
eff can be nearly close to Ω1 if ∆1 is large enough. Therefore, we can design

different periodic square-wave pulses whose dynamics are almost identical to the resonance pulse situation, a

special case (Ω′
eff ≈ 0.9753Ω1) shown in Fig. 8(b). As a comparison, Fig. 8(b) demonstrates the population

evolution of the state |𝑗⟩ (𝑗 = 1, 2) described by the periodic square-wave pulse (the solid curves) and the

resonance pulse (the dash curves) respectively, where the Hamiltonian of the resonance pulse reads

𝐻𝑟 = Ω1|1⟩⟨2| + Ω1|2⟩⟨1|. (47)

Note that although the resonance pulse is the fastest dynamical evolution, there is only a single adjustable

parameter Ω1. As a result, the system dynamics are sensitive to external noises induced by Ω1. Nevertheless,

we find that the dynamics of the resonance pulse can almost be replaced by the periodic square-wave pulse,

as shown in Fig. 8(b). The advantage of this substitution is that we can control the system dynamics by

modulating different physical parameters now. At the same time, one can design the waveform to be immune

to some type of noise. Above all, the evolution time is almost close to the shortest.
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6. Conclusion

We have studied the kick dynamics of quantum systems and given the analytical expression of the time-

independent effective Hamiltonian, which describes the dynamical behavior very well in a long timescale. No-

tably, the effective Hamiltonian becomes more valid when the two-level system is in the large detuning regime.

By choosing suitable parameters of periodic kicks, we would observe the coherent destruction of coupling phe-

nomenon in this system, which makes the evolution of quantum states freeze again even in the resonance regime

(∆eff = 0). In addition, the effective coupling strength can be much larger than the coupling strength of the

original system in the frequency kick and phase kick, which stems from the instantaneous of kicks, namely zero

time duration.

Different from the two-level system, we have further shown that the dynamics exhibit more variation in

the three-level system. The same three-level system can stay in different regimes under different parameters

of periodic kicks. More importantly, by merely modulating a single parameter of periodic kicks, we readily

switch between those regimes, such as from the original large detuning regime to the resonance regime (∆eff,1 =

∆eff,2 = 0), the one-photon resonance regime (∆eff,1 = 0), or the two-photon resonance regime (∆eff,2 = 0).

Due to the prominent properties of periodic kicks, we can easily control quantum states as desired. For its

application, we have concerned with three aspects: (i) Manipulate quantum states with the help of the coherent

destruction of coupling phenomenon; (ii) Control system dynamics by adding a certain number of kicks, e.g.,

achieving population inversion or qubit operations; (iii) Implement quantum state selective transition while

sharply suppressing the population of remainder excited states in three-level systems. Finally, we have provided

the experimental feasible pulses as a substitution for periodic kicks. In a word, periodic kicks can be applied in

a wide variety of quantum systems due to their flexibility and adjustability. Thus, it is believed that periodic

kicks would offer us a novel method of coherent control in quantum information processing.

Appendix A: Zeros of the function 𝑓2

As claimed in the main text, whether the system is in the resonance regime (∆eff = 0) is only determined

by the function 𝑓2. In this Appendix, we study the roots of the function 𝑓2 in detail. Since there are four

variables {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1, 𝜃

′
1} in the function 𝑓2, we investigate these situations individually in the following. We

adopt a convention that the variable appears in the bracket of the function 𝑓2 to distinguish different situations.

(i) Provided that 𝑇 is variable and {Ω′
1, 𝜃

′
1,∆

′
1} are arbitrary constants. It is not hard to calculate that

𝑓2(𝑇 ) =
∆1

2𝐸1
cos𝐸′

1 sin𝐸1𝑇 +
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇 +

Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇

= 𝐴1 sin(𝐸1𝑇 + 𝜑1), (48)

where

𝐴1 =

√︃[︂
∆1

2𝐸1
cos𝐸′

1 +
Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1

]︂2
+

(︂
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1

)︂2

, (49)

𝜑1 = arctan
∆′

1𝐸1 sin𝐸′
1

∆1𝐸′
1 cos𝐸′

1 + 2Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1) sin𝐸′

1

. (50)
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We readily find that the roots of the equation 𝑓2(𝑇 ) = 0 always exist, which read

𝑇 =
−𝜑1 + 𝑛𝜋

𝐸1
, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (51)

(ii) Provided that 𝜃′1 is variable and {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1} are arbitrary constants. It is not hard to calculate that

𝑓2(𝜃′1) =
∆1

2𝐸1
cos𝐸′

1 sin𝐸1𝑇 +
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇 +

Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇

= 𝐴2 sin(𝐸1𝑇 + 𝜑2) +
Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇, (52)

where

𝐴2 =

√︃(︂
∆1

2𝐸1
cos𝐸′

1

)︂2

+

(︂
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1

)︂2

, 𝜑2 = arctan
∆′

1𝐸1 tan𝐸′
1

∆1𝐸′
1

. (53)

We can find that the maximum of the first term is 𝐴2 ≥ min{ Δ1

2𝐸1
,

Δ′
1

2𝐸′
1
}, and the minimum of the second term is

Ω1Ω
′
1

𝐸1𝐸′
1
≤ max{Ω1

𝐸1
,
Ω′

1

𝐸′
1
}. In the large detuning regime (∆𝑘 ≫ Ω𝑘, 𝑘 = 1, 2), the inequation 𝐴2 ≫ Ω1Ω

′
1

𝐸1𝐸′
1

is always

satisfied. Hence, 𝑓2(𝜃′1) ≫ 0 for arbitrary 𝜃′1. As a result, the zeros of the function 𝑓2(𝜃′1) do not always exist

when {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1} are arbitrary constants. If and only if {𝑇,Ω′

1,∆
′
1} satisfy the inequation:

𝐸1𝐸
′
1𝐴2 sin(𝐸1𝑇 + 𝜑2)

Ω1Ω′
1 sin𝐸′

1 sin𝐸1𝑇
≤ 1, (54)

the zeros of the function 𝑓2(𝜃′1) exist, and the form reads

𝜃′1 = 𝜃1 + arcsin
𝐸1𝐸

′
1𝐴2 sin(𝐸1𝑇 + 𝜑2)

Ω1Ω′
1 sin𝐸′

1 sin𝐸1𝑇
+ 2𝑛𝜋, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (55)

(iii) Provided that ∆′
1 is variable and {𝑇,Ω′

1, 𝜃
′
1} are arbitrary constants. It is not hard to calculate that

𝑓2(∆′
1) =

∆1

2𝐸1
cos𝐸′

1 sin𝐸1𝑇 +
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 cos𝐸1𝑇 +

Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇

= 𝐴3 sin(𝐸′
1 + 𝜑3), (56)

where

𝐴3 =

√︃[︂
∆′

1

2𝐸′
1

cos𝐸1𝑇 +
Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝐸1𝑇

]︂2
+

(︂
∆1

2𝐸1
sin𝐸1𝑇

)︂2

, (57)

𝜑3 = arctan
∆1𝐸

′
1 sin𝐸1𝑇

∆′
1𝐸1 cos𝐸1𝑇 + 2Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1) sin𝐸1𝑇
. (58)

In order to satisfy the equation 𝑓2(∆′
1) = 0, we only require to satisfy the equation 𝐸′

1 + 𝜑3 = 𝑛𝜋. Generally

speaking, the transcendental equation 𝐸′
1 + 𝜑3 = 𝑛𝜋 does not have the analytical solution. Here, we can

employ graphical method to confirm whether this transcendental equation is valid or not. The first curve

𝑦1(∆′
1) = 𝐸′

1 =
√︀

Ω′2
1 + (∆′

1/2)2 is a hyperbolic curve, whose focus is on the 𝑦-axis, while the second curve

𝑦2(∆′
1) = 𝑛𝜋−𝜑3 contain 𝑛 inverse tangent curves. There must be points of intersection between the curves 𝑦1

and 𝑦2, as shown in Fig. 9. Hence, the zeros of the function 𝑓2(∆′
1) always exist.

(iv) Provided that Ω′
1 is variable and {𝑇,∆′

1, 𝜃
′
1} are arbitrary constants. This situation is similar to the

situation (iii), and we do not demonstrate here again. As a result, the zeros of the function 𝑓2(Ω′
1) always exist.

Therefore, not all parameters {𝑇,Ω′
1,∆

′
1, 𝜃

′
1} can be individually modulated to guarantee the equation

𝑓2 = 0, namely ∆eff = 0.
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Figure 9: (color online) The curves 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 as a function of ∆′
1, where ∆1 = 40, Ω1 = 1, 𝜃1 = 0, Ω′

1 = 3, and

𝜃′1 = 𝜋/3.

Appendix B: Limitation of the effective coupling strength Ωeff at 𝐸 ′
1 →

(𝑚𝜋)−

In this appendix, we first calculate the effective coupling strength when 𝐸′
1 = 𝑚𝜋,𝑚 ∈ N. Since 𝐸′

1 = 𝑚𝜋,

we can find that sin𝐸′
1 = 0 and cos𝐸′

1 = 1. Then, according to the equation 𝑓2 = 0, it is easily found that

sin𝐸1𝑇 = 0 and cos𝐸1𝑇 = 1. Substituting them into the other three functions, we obtain that 𝑓1 = 1, 𝑓3 = 0,

and 𝑓4 = 0. As a result, the evolution operator of this system within one period reads

𝑈(𝑇 ) =

⎛⎜⎝ 1 0

0 1

⎞⎟⎠ . (59)

Then, by inversely solving the equation 𝑈(𝑇 ) = 𝑒−𝑖𝐻eff𝑇 , we find that the effective coupling strength Ωeff = 0.

Next, we calculate the value of the effective coupling strength Ωeff at limitation 𝐸′
1 → (𝑚𝜋)−. Note that

the following equations are always satisfied:

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
sin𝐸′

1 = lim
𝑥→0−

sin𝑥, (60)

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
cos𝐸′

1 = lim
𝑥→0−

cos𝑥, (61)

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
arctan

∆′
1𝐸1 sin𝐸′

1

∆1𝐸′
1 cos𝐸′

1 + 2Ω1Ω′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

= lim
𝑥→0−

arctan
∆′

1𝐸1 sin𝑥

∆1𝐸′
1 cos𝑥+ 2Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)
< 0. (62)

From the expressions Ωeff = (arccos |𝑓1|)/𝑇 and 𝑇 = (−𝜑1 + 𝑛𝜋)/𝐸1, we find that the period 𝑇 = −𝜑1/𝐸1 if

𝜑1 < 0 while the period 𝑇 = (−𝜑1 + 𝜋)/𝐸1 if 𝜑1 > 0 in order to achieve the maximum value of Ωeff. As a result,
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𝐸1𝑇 = −𝜑1 in limit of 𝐸′
1 → (2𝑚𝜋)−. Then, we rewrite the expression of the effective coupling strength as

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff = lim

𝐸′
1→(2𝑚𝜋)−

arccos |𝑓1|
𝑇

= lim
𝑥→0−

−𝐸1

√︀
1 − 𝑓21
𝜑1

= lim
𝑥→0−

𝐸1

√︃
2(1 − 𝑓1)

𝜑21

= lim
𝑥→0−

∆1𝐸
′
1 + 2Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

∆′
1

⎯⎸⎸⎷2 − 2
[︁
cos𝑥 cos𝜑1 +

Δ1Δ′
1+4Ω1Ω′

1 cos(𝜃1−𝜃′
1)

4𝐸1𝐸′
1

sin𝑥 sin𝜑1

]︁
𝑥2

= lim
𝑥→0−

∆1𝐸
′
1 + 2Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)

∆′
1

√︃
𝑥2 + 𝜑21 −

Δ1Δ′
1+4Ω1Ω′

1 cos(𝜃1−𝜃′
1)

4𝐸1𝐸′
1

𝑥𝜑1

𝑥2

=

√︃
|Ω1 −

∆1

∆′
1

Ω′
1𝑒

𝑖(𝜃1−𝜃′
1)|2 + 𝑓5 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1), (63)

where

𝑓5 =
4Ω1Ω′2

1 [Ω1𝐸
′
1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1) − Ω1∆′

1 cos(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1) + ∆1Ω′
1]

𝐸′
1∆′2

1

, (64)

and we have used the series expanded of 𝜑1:

𝜑1 =
∆′

1𝐸1

∆1𝐸′
1 + 2Ω1Ω′

1 sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃′1)
𝑥+ 𝒪(𝑥2). (65)

Therefore, according to Eq. (63), in the frequency kick, the effective coupling strength becomes

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff = Ω1|1 − ∆1

∆′
1

|. (66)

In the amplitude kick, the effective coupling strength becomes

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff = |Ω1 − Ω′

1|. (67)

In the phase kick, the effective coupling strength can be estimated as in the large detuning regime:

lim
𝐸′

1→(2𝑚𝜋)−
Ωeff ≈ |Ω1 −

∆1

∆′
1

Ω′
1𝑒

𝑖(𝜃1−𝜃′
1)|. (68)

Besides, we can calculate the value of the effective coupling strength when 𝐸′
1 → [(2𝑚+ 1)𝜋]− and the similar

results would be obtained.

Appendix C: Deviation of the effective Hamiltonian of the three-level

system driven by periodic kicks

In this appendix, we mainly study the kick dynamics in the three-level system. The Hamiltonian of the

original three-level system reads

𝐻1 = ∆1|2⟩⟨2| + 2∆1|3⟩⟨3| + Ω1𝑒
𝑖𝜃1 |1⟩⟨2| + Ω1𝑒

𝑖𝜃1 |2⟩⟨3| + H.c., (69)

where ∆1, Ω1, and 𝜃1 represent the detuning, the coupling strength, and the phase, respectively. It is not hard

to calculate the evolution operator of three-level system and the matrix form in basis {|1⟩, |2⟩, |3⟩} reads

𝑈1(𝑡)=
𝑒−𝑖Δ1𝑡

𝐸2
1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑢11 𝑢12 𝑢13

𝑢21 𝑢22 𝑢23

𝑢31 𝑢32 𝑢33

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (70)
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where 𝐸1 =
√︀

∆2
1 + 2Ω2

1, and

𝑢11 = 𝑢*33 = Ω2
1 + (∆2

1 + Ω2
1) cos𝐸1𝑡+ 𝑖∆1𝐸1 sin𝐸1𝑡,

𝑢22 = ∆2
1 + 2Ω2

1 cos𝐸1𝑡,

𝑢12 = Ω1𝑒
𝑖𝜃1(∆1 − ∆1 cos𝐸1𝑡− 𝑖𝐸1 sin𝐸1𝑡),

𝑢21 = Ω1𝑒
−𝑖𝜃1(∆1 − ∆1 cos𝐸1𝑡− 𝑖𝐸1 sin𝐸1𝑡),

𝑢13 = 𝑢*31 = Ω2
1𝑒

𝑖2𝜃1(cos𝐸1𝑡− 1)

𝑢23 = Ω1𝑒
𝑖𝜃1(∆1 cos𝐸1𝑡− ∆1 − 𝑖𝐸1 sin𝐸1𝑡),

𝑢32 = Ω1𝑒
−𝑖𝜃1(∆1 cos𝐸1𝑡− ∆1 − 𝑖𝐸1 sin𝐸1𝑡).

Obviously, the population of the system states {|1⟩, |2⟩, |3⟩} are freezing and the dynamics cannot evolve in the

large detuning regime (|∆1| ≫ Ω1).

Now, we turn to study the system dynamics under periodic kicks, and the Hamiltonian reads

𝐻(𝑡) = 𝐻1 +𝐻 ′
1(𝑡), (71)

where the kick Hamiltonian 𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) reads

𝐻 ′
1(𝑡) =

+∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

𝛿(𝑡− 𝑛𝑇 )
[︁
∆′

1|2⟩⟨2| + 2∆′
1|3⟩⟨3| + Ω′

1𝑒
𝑖𝜃′

1(|1⟩⟨2| + |2⟩⟨3|) + H.c.
]︁
. (72)

Similarly to the case of the two-level system, the evolution operator of this system within one period can be

written as

𝑈(𝑇 ) = 𝑒−𝑖ℳ1𝑒−𝑖𝐻1𝑇 =
𝑒−𝑖Δ′

1𝑒−𝑖Δ1𝑇

𝐸′2
1 𝐸

2
1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑔1(𝑇 ) + 𝑖𝑔2(𝑇 ) 𝑔8(𝑇 ) + 𝑖𝑔9(𝑇 ) 𝑔5(𝑇 ) − 𝑖𝑔6(𝑇 )

𝑔3(𝑇 ) + 𝑖𝑔4(𝑇 ) 𝑔7(𝑇 ) −𝑔3(𝑇 ) + 𝑖𝑔4(𝑇 )

𝑔5(𝑇 ) + 𝑖𝑔6(𝑇 ) −𝑔8(𝑇 ) + 𝑖𝑔9(𝑇 ) 𝑔1(𝑇 ) − 𝑖𝑔2(𝑇 )

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (73)

where ℳ1 = ∆′
1|2⟩⟨2| + 2∆′

1|3⟩⟨3| + Ω′
1𝑒

𝑖𝜃′
1(|1⟩⟨2| + |2⟩⟨3|) + H.c., 𝐸′

1 =
√︀

∆′2
1 + 2Ω′2

1 , and the form of the

function 𝑔𝑘(𝑇 ) reads

𝑔𝑘(𝑇 ) = 𝑎𝑘1 cos𝐸1𝑇 + 𝑎𝑘2 sin𝐸1𝑇 + 𝑎𝑘3, 𝑘 = 1, . . . , 9. (74)

Since the expressions of the coefficients 𝑎𝑘𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3) can be easily derived from Eq. (70), we do not intend

to present their expressions here due to complexity.

In principle, with the help of the expression of the evolution operator within one period, as shown in

Eq. (73), we can acquire the kick dynamics of the three-level system. However, what we are interested in here

is to modulate the period 𝑇 of periodic kicks to drive the three-level system into the resonance regime (or

equivalently, the effective detunings ∆eff,1 = ∆eff,2 = 0). That is, the kick dynamics of the three-level system is

described by the following effective Hamiltonian

𝐻eff = Ωeff𝑒
𝑖𝜃eff(|1⟩⟨2| + |2⟩⟨3|) + H.c., (75)

where the unknown coefficients Ωeff and 𝜃eff represent the effective coupling strength and phase, respectively.

After some algebraic operations, the expression of period 𝑇 reads

𝑇 =
1

𝐸1

(︃
arcsin

−𝑎23√︀
𝑎221 + 𝑎222

− arctan
𝑎22
𝑎21

+ 2𝑛𝜋

)︃
, (76)
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or

𝑇 =
1

𝐸1

[︃
arcsin

−𝑎23√︀
𝑎221 + 𝑎222

− arctan
𝑎22
𝑎21

+ (2𝑛+ 1)𝜋

]︃
, (77)

where 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then, by inversely solving the equation 𝑈(𝑇 ) = 𝑒−𝑖𝐻eff𝑇 , we can obtain the effective

coupling strength and phase:

Ωeff =

√
2

𝑇
arccos

√︀
𝑔1(𝑇 )

𝐸1𝐸′
1

, 𝜃eff = arctan
𝑔3(𝑇 )

𝑔4(𝑇 )
. (78)

Note that in order to achieve the above effective Hamiltonian, the period 𝑇 should examine whether it satisfies

the following equations:

𝑔3(𝑇 ) + 𝑔8(𝑇 ) = 𝑔4(𝑇 ) − 𝑔9(𝑇 ) = 2𝑔3(𝑇 )𝑔4(𝑇 )𝑔6(𝑇 ) − 𝑔5(𝑇 )[𝑔24(𝑇 ) − 𝑔23(𝑇 )] = 0, (79)

𝑔1(𝑇 ) +
√︁
𝑔25(𝑇 ) + 𝑔26(𝑇 ) = 2𝑔1(𝑇 ) − 𝑔7(𝑇 ) = 1. (80)
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